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. MEMORANDUM FOR: V. S. Noonan, Chief
Engineering Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

FROM: K. So Herring
Engineering Branch,

/ Division of Operating Reactors

THRU: / B. D. Liaw Section B Leader
# / /, Engir.eering Branch

P Division of Operating Reactors

SUBJECT: TRIP REPORT: GETR SITE VISIT

On June 18, 1979, myself, J. Martore and H. Polk visited the site of the
General Electric Test Reactor (GETR). The purpose of this visit was to
familiarize J. Martore and H. Polk (who have recently been assigned to the
task for the GETR review) with the site, and to review the layouts of the
completed and the proposed modifications for the seismic upgrade of che
facility.

.

The day was spent viewing in detail the modifications being made to the
primary heat exchanger, the primary piping system, the reactor pool drain
lines, the missile impact system for the protection of the reactor vessel
and the fuel storage canal, the spent fuel storage tand, and the reactor
vessel modifications. Additionally, the conceived laycut of the fuel
flooding system was studied both inside and outside of the containment, in-
ciuding actual hardware consisting of the flexible hese, the shield pipe
and the valve cabinets. The tour was concucted by D. Hoggett of the
General Electric Ccmpany, with some soecific details being provided by
GE perscnnel responsible for the ecmoletion of various aspects of the
modifications.

As a result of the site visit, the folicwing questicns were posed to GE:

(1) Provide the details of the evaluaticns of the effects of the impact of
the stack, or any credible portien of the stack, and all of the cooling
tower hardware on the fuel flooding system supply lines.

(E) Regarding the screw Jacks providing vertical support for the primary
heat exchanger:

(a) Justify that it is not necessary to provide a lccking mecnanism
(e.g. lock nuts).

(b) Discuss how impact loads were considered in Ine design of these
succorts to resist earthquake loadings since taey are caoable
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of resisting only ccmpressive forces and verticle deflections due
to upward loading may create gaps between the heat exchange and

- the jacks.
' (c) Discuss in detail the installation procedures for these jacks,

including the significance of any precempression and how the
magnitude of this precompression was determined.

Indicate any systems inside the containment building which will have(3) to be moved to acconinodate the installation of the fuel ficoding system
and describe in detail the nature of the required r,todifications.

Provide the deflection patterns and the deflections of the containment(4) building under the maximum seismic loadings, including the consideration
of buckling.

(5) Demonstrate that all modes of containment building failure will not
impact the fuel flooding system penetrations.

Discuss how base plate flexibility was considered in the design of(6) additional supports and in the evaluation of original supports for all
safety related systems, equipment and components.

(7) Provide the factors of safety assumed for all new and original cancrete
expansion anchor bolts used in the suppcrt systems for all safety related
systems, equipment and ccmoonents. Justify the adequacy of the factor (s)
of safety.

(3) Provide the height above finished grade of the tops of the walls surround-
ing the water bladcers for the fuel ficcding system.

(9) Provide complete details of the autcmatic level sensing system for the
fuel ficoding system. Include a discussion of the confidence that can
be placed on the functioning of this detection system and the basis
for this confidence.

(10) Discuss the surveillance program whicn will be implemented on the ccm-
ponents of the fuel ficoding system to assure that they will have the
required strength to function subsequent to a seismic event. Focus

especially on deterioration of the fuel ficcding system hcses and
bladders.

(11) Verify that short threaded bolts on the primary piping restraints will
be replaced prier to any restart of GETR.

(12) Attachment 1 indicates that during the installation of thirteen (13)
cut of fifty-six ancher bolts that rebar was encountered and drilled
through. Additicnally, at some other places it was noted that when
rebar was encountered in drilling,the supccrts were relocated and
noles recrillec without the plugging of the initially dri tied holes.
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Indicate the locations where holes were left unplugged. Discuss the effects
of tha drilling through of the rebar on the strength of the structure. Also,
discuss the potential for and G.? consequences of moisture contacting the
rebar (e.g., corrosion) in the hoies containing anchors and in the unplugged
holes on the strength of the structure, the anchor bolts, and the overall.

support. Provide the bases for youc conclusions.

D. Haggett indicated that a formal response to these questions would be pro-
vided within two wseks of the date of the NRC site visit.
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K. Herring N
Engineering Branch
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosure: As stated

cc: 0. G. Eisenhut
B. K. Grimes
W. Gamill
J. P. Knight
L. Shao .

'C. Nelson
V. Noonan
B. D. Liaw
J. Martore
H. Polk
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' J RESTPAINT I Assv i Cetails i GENEPAL CESCRIPTICN~
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913E173 G1 14" pipe clamp, double angle strut, channel
'' O l-1 1c5F434 913E173 G6 wall cad"

|r '

1 C 1-2 195F438 wallg) )
i 153C0667 G2 Mocifiec 14" pipe clamp for two restraints

d 'l- 1-3 12904599 12904609 custom 2h" pice 2: rut, custem wall pad - 45
183C3001
153C4o67 G3 t'.ocifiec 14" pipe clamp for two restraints,U

A o 1-4 12904599 12904609 custom Zb" pipe strut, custem wall pad - 45
' 183C8001

153C4662 14" cipe clamo, cas cm 2T' pipe s: ut, cust:m
195 w,,01 e 1-5 0

153C4566 wall cad - 45r

H3CJ667 52 la" pipe clamo, cust:m 2T' p1pe strut, custcm I_

| i-o I?c04543 183C3010 wall cad - 55o t(A) 1 -
. .

'

14" pip 2 claro ET' pipe stru , cus:cm
wall cad - ,co, custom153C4c67 G1

Q) 1-7 12904543 183C2000-

293A6C05 IRAPEZE MANGERS - couole la" U-Bolt, cus cm 1

2. I l-a 17ss9279 saccle, 4x4 couble angle trace:e, bolted j

and 195F462 17339580 friction joints, custcm ceiling brackets. '

2-9 17S39333

4 2. 153C4668 j

I
153C4675

"

293A6006 IRAPEZE HANGERS - Doucle 14" U-Bolts, custcm
saccle 4 4 couole angle trapeze bolted

-( l 1-9 17859S79 4

and 195F452 173393S0 friction-type joints, cus cm ceiling brackets.
2-8 17S595SS

153C4663' 7
't 153C4675

-

Two pieces of 6x12 cnannel coltec to eacn s1ce j
1-10 195F443 Mone of a bent aluminum elbcw support plate. See j

-- --

Addendum No. I to this CA. I

153C4662 14' pipe clamo, cust:m 2i' pipe s:ru , cus: m
y O I'II IacI",,O

153C4666 wall cad 450'-e

913E173 G1 14" p1ce clamo, coucie ancle strut, cnannel I'~

1fC I - I ,- D "43',
913E173 G5 wall cad'

17659376 Ocuo l e 12" p1:e c l acos , cu s t;m 3" pi ce s tru ,' ~
J I#0'#~.. 153C2665 channel wall cad

--

',,

di O ' ' '

153C4661 Cou::le 12" pipe clamo, custcm "T * strut, j

I96 ##I 153CJ661 G1 cus:cm wall cad - 65 i0
i 1 2-2 '

152C4664 G2 Coucle 14" pipe clamos, cust:m "T" strut,
|'

1 e. o- 437 913E173 r,2 channel wall cad
, , ,

, r
'l !O '-a

913Ei73 G2 Ocucie ia" c1pe clamps, coucie angle stru:, ,

,o :-- 1 ::-- 6, ,.

913E173 13 channel wall cad, r-.

913E173 Gl 14" alpe clamo, ccLole angle stru:, cnannel
i c e + 3'a ! 913E173 G5 wall cad| 7:

,I - ' "'-
4

li3CJ662 64" pine clamo, cus :m -2' pipe s: rut, cus :-

- 1 |
. I-',,O- *~ 153C 557 G1 wall cad - ago4'C

m m e cia =o , :u n g4 A e
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